MotionDrape LED
The MotionDrape LED is a backdrop for any mobile
performer. 176 tri-color SMD LEDs matrixed across the 6.5ftby-9.8ft backdrop can be controlled via the included
controller or via DMX. This impressive display has 30
animated effects that range from color fades to a graphic
equalizer effect.
For added convenience the MotionDrape LED has grommets
around all sides to make hanging a breeze and is perfectly
sized to fit on our CH-31 T-Bar and TRUSST Goal Post Kit
portable trussing systems.
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Highlights
6.6 x 9.8 ft (2 X 3 m) LED drape with motion graphics perfect for mobile DJs, bands, clubs and stage backdrops
Creates 30 animated patterns using 176 high-output, tri-color SMD LEDs
Includes the popular multicolored rain effect and simulated equalizer pattern
Trigger effects in DMX or sound-activated mode
Customize looks with RGB color-mixing capability and 8 channels of DMX control
Achieve full control over output with master dimmer capability
Easily mount to truss and various stands using built-in grommets
Manufactured with certified fire retardant material (NFPA)
Simplify storage and transportation with the included carry bag
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Specifications
DMX Channels: 8
DMX Connectors: 3-pin XLR
Light Source: 176 LEDs (tri-color RGB) SMD (20 mA), 50,000 hours life expectancy
Input Voltage: 100 to 240 VAC, 50/60 Hz (auto-ranging)
Power and Current: 51 W, 0.4 A @ 120 V, 60 Hz
54 W, 0.2 A @ 230 V, 50 Hz
Weight: (Controller): 1.8 lb (0.8 kg)
(Drape): 9.8 lb (4.4 kg)
Dimensions: (Controller): 5.3 x 9.6 x 2 in (135 x 243 x 50 mm)
(Drape): 6.6 x 9.8 ft (2 x 3 m)
Approvals: CE, NFPA, MET

What's Included
Controller
Carry bag
Signal cable
Replacement LEDs
Warranty card
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